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Abstract
It is said that a picture is worth a thousand words. Thus,
there are various ways to describe an image, especially in
aesthetic quality analysis. Although aesthetic quality assessment has generated a great deal of interest in the last
decade, most studies focus on providing a quality rating of
good or bad for an image. In this work, we extend the task
to produce captions related to photo aesthetics and/or photography skills. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first study that deals with aesthetics captioning instead of
AQ scoring. In contrast to common image captioning tasks
that depict the objects or their relations in a picture, our approach can select a particular aesthetics aspect and generate captions with respect to the aspect chosen. Meanwhile,
the proposed aspect-fusion method further uses an attention
mechanism to generate more abundant aesthetics captions.
We also introduce a new dataset for aesthetics captioning called the Photo Critique Captioning Dataset (PCCD),
which contains pair-wise image-comment data from professional photographers. The results of experiments on PCCD
demonstrate that our approaches outperform existing methods for generating aesthetic-oriented captions for images.

1. Introduction
Aesthetic computing has long been an important topic in
the field of computer vision. In this paper, we consider the
problem of image captioning from the aesthetic viewpoint.
There are many studies on caption generation [11, 9, 12,
22, 2, 21, 8, 32, 9, 20]; however, most of them focus on
producing a single caption that depicts the objects or the
relative positions of the objects in a picture.
In this paper, we study a new problem, namely, aesthetic
analysis of photos. Aesthetic quality (AQ) assessment has
generated a great deal of interest in the last decade. Many
studies tackled this problem with various feature representations and/or learning architectures [19, 14, 17, 16, 24].
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Photo Critique Captioning: racing makes for
interesting pictures because of the speed
the movement the bright colors
Image Captioning: a man riding a motorcycle
down a street

Figure 1: Photo critique captioning versus image captioning

However, the purpose of AQ assessment is to provide a binary decision, which yields a quality rating of good or bad
for a specific photo. In this paper, we address a more general problem, namely, captioning of photo aesthetics and/or
photography skills. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first study that considers the problem, which covers a
broader range of applications than AQ assessment only. Besides AQ, our system analyzes the reasons why photos are
(or are not) appealing in some respect, so that a meaningful caption can be generated for a photo from an aesthetic
perspective. Figure 1 shows the difference between photo
aesthetics captioning and common image captioning.
Figure 2 provides more examples of captions produced
by our system. In Figure 2(a), the space reserved on the
right-hand side of the photo needs to be refined; in Figure 2(b), the vanishing point and lines are good and admired; and in Figure 2(c), the subjects gaze creates further
space that enhances the AQ. With the captions provided, the
topic addressed in this paper suggests a better applicability.
Besides the simple assessment of AQ, it is possible to provide in-depth descriptions and comments, which are informative and can improve the photographic skills of users.
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(c) i like the way you
have used the gaze of
the subject to the left
of the frame
(b) very nice
composition love
the vanishing
point and the
lines

Image Captioning: Recently, many approaches [11, 9,
12, 22, 2, 21, 8, 32, 9, 20] have achieved promising results by describing objects in images and videos with natural language. Most of them [12, 11] apply a CNN-RNN
framework comprised of high-level features extracted from
a CNN model trained on object recognition and the Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) language model. Johnson et
al. [11] consider the dense captioning task and use the CNNRNN framework to generalize object detection and generate
dense annotations of images. Mao et al. [22, 21, 20] propose a multimodal Recurrent Neural Networks model that
embeds the recurrent language features and image features
in a multimodel space. [2, 31] leverage external data so that
the CNN-LSTM captioning model does not require paired
image-sentence data for training.

on the right side

2. Related Work

(a) the crop is too tight

Our learning model assumes there is an input dataset of
images and their sentence descriptions. Every sentence relates to a specific aspect. To evaluate our work thoroughly,
we compiled a dataset for photo aesthetics captioning called
PCCD. The dataset contains pairwise data of images and
sentences, where an image could have multiple sentences
related to different aspects of the aesthetics. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first publicly available dataset for
photo aesthetics captioning.
We propose two approaches to solve the aesthetic critique problem. The first is our baseline approach called the
aspect oriented (AO) approach; and the second is an improvement of AO called the aspect fusion (AF) approach. In
the AO approach, the training data are divided into disjoint
subsets based on the aspects of sentences, and we apply a
CNN-LSTM model to create a photo captioning system for
each aspect. The CNN model is also trained for regression
and then used to select the most interesting aspect of the
input image. Instead of enforcing a single aspect, our AF
approach fuses the captions learned from the individual aspects to create a new caption. We propose a soft attention
mechanism in the AF approach to produce a caption from
the established LSTMs. In our evaluation, the AF approach
performs better than learning a CNN-LSTM model directly
from the training data of all aspects.
The contributions of this paper are as follows.
From judgement to critiques: As well as AQ assessment,
our approach provides a caption for the aesthetic value of
the input image.
Photo aesthetics captioning dataset: We compiled a
dataset for the performance evaluation. It is the first publicly available dataset in this new area.
Multi-aspect aesthetics captioning: We propose a new
captioning approach to generate aesthetic critiques for images and the generated sentences are aspect-oriented which
are more diverse and favorable for human.

Figure 2: Examples of captions generated by our system for
photo aesthetic analysis.

Some works focus on captioning with visual attentions.
You et al. [36] extract visual attributes from the image and
combine them as semantic attention to guide image captioning. Xu et al. [33] enable the model to focus on a local patch
of the image when generating a sequence of words. In contrast to the CNN-RNN models, some approaches exploit retrieval techniques. For example, Devlin et al. [6] proposes
a nearest neighbor method to retrieve captions and outputs
the top ranked one. Fang et al. [9] extract visual concepts by
training visual detectors for words and use a maximum entropy model conditioned on the detected words to generate
captions. Most recent works [15, 27] extend the attention
mechanism with the ability to interact with language model
to choose the attention areas dynamically.
Video captioning [34, 37, 25] has also generated a great
deal of interest. Tapaswi et al. [29] align a movie scene
with a suitable book chapter by using dialogs and character identities as cues; while Zhu et al. [38] match books
and movies on the sentence/paragraph level. These two
works try to provide rich descriptive explanations of visual
content, which are far beyond existing captioning works in
terms of semantic meaning.
AQ Assessment: AQ assessment of photos has been investigated for a long time [5, 23, 24, 7]. The first challenge
is how to represent the aesthetics of an image. Traditional
low level features, such as color histograms, hue and saturation, are utilized in AQ assessment. Moreover, some studies
[24, 7, 35] focus on designing semantic feature representations. The inspiration might come from the photography or
image processing, e.g., the rule of thirds, sky illumination
and simplicity [35].
With the success of deep learning techniques, some approaches [19, 14, 17, 16] exploit deep CNN to learn powerful representations from the data in an end-to-end manner
3515

Composition: i like the way you have
used the rule of thirds to make the
image more interesting composition and
I would like to see more of the sky
and the tree branches

bright greens

Color: the color is great i love the

Figure 3: Examples of the captions generated by our approach for different aspects (composition and color) of the
same picture.
for AQ assessment. Kong et al. [14] propose a CNN-based
method that combines different loss functions and attributes
in their aesthetic dataset. Lu et al. [16] introduced a doublecolumn CNN architecture that uses holistic images and image patches as global and local features respectively. The
style attributes are aggregated to leverage the performance.
Subsequently, Lu et al. [17] proposed a multiple instance
learning CNN model that generates multiple patches from
a single image. More precisely, the statistics aggregation
layer aggregates the multiple patches and achieves a better
performance than comparable approaches.
In this paper, we introduce a two-stage LSTM model
that can integrate the LSTM features of different aspects
for photo captioning from the aesthetic viewpoint.

3. Our Framework
Multi-aspect captioning: A worth noting issue of the photo
aesthetics captioning is its multi-aspect nature; that is, more
than one aspect of an image can be commented on. For example, a photo could be characterized in terms of the composition, color-arrangement and subject-contrast aspects,
which relate to the aesthetics or photographic skills. Different aspects would have different captions to be synthesized, as shown by the example in Figure 3. The caption
produced by our system is “i like the way you have used
the rule of thirds · · · ” for the composition aspect. However,
for the color-arrangement aspect, “the color is great and i
love the bright greens” would be a more suitable alternative
produced by the system.

3.1. Aspect-oriented (AO) approach – baseline
In our baseline approach, AO, the training data are separated into different aspects. Assume a dataset containing N
triplets, D = (Φi , Ci , ai ), i = 1 · · · N , is available to train
our photo aesthetics captioning system, where Φi is the i-th

image and Ci is its caption. The images can be repeated
(i.e., Φi = Φj for some i and j), but the captions Ci vary
with i; ai in {1 · · · L} is the aspect of the caption, where L
is the number of aspects. Besides the images and captions,
a likelihood (namely, pi,l ∈ [0, 1]) is also available as the
degree of aesthetic appeal of the image Φi on the aspect l.
In the AO approach, the training data asociated with
the triplets whose captions are for a single aspect, namely,
(Φi , Ci , l), i = 1 · · · Nl , are used, where Nl is the amount
of training data in the aspect l. We employ a CNN-LSTM
architecture to train the captioning model for each single
aspect. To proceed, we give a brief review of the CNNLSTM as follows. Given a training caption (desired output)
Ci comprised of the words {w1 , w2 , · · · , wT }, a total of
T + 2 feature vectors {x−1 , x0 , x1 , · · · , xT } are fed into
the LSTM model, where x−1 is the feature vector extracted
from the CNN for the input image Φi , x0 is a special START
token, and xt are the feature vectors converted from wt in
the feature-embedded layer for t = 1 · · · T . The LSTM
model computes a sequence of hidden states ht and outputs
the word probability prediction yt by the recurrence formula
for t = 1 · · · T ,
{ht , yt } = f (ht−1 , xt ).

(1)

Thus, given an input image Φi , we can get L aspectspecific captioning models. We denote the hidden states
(a.k.a. hidden annotations) of the l-th aspect LSTM model
to be hl = {hl,t |t = 1 · · · T }, for l = 1 · · · L.
Without loss of generality, the neuraltalk2 model [12]
is adopted in our approach, despite our framework can use
other models as well. The CNN-LSTM models have some
variations in recent studies [33, 36]. Because this paper
deals with a new problem, evaluation (or comparison) of
more updated CNN-LSTM models that are favorable for
conventional captioning tasks is not our main focus. On the
contrary, we focus more on handling the aesthetic critiques
of different aspects to develop a better photo aesthetics captioning system (Section 3.2).
The learned caption generator is then used to produce a
caption associated with the photo aesthetics of the aspect
focused on. For example, if the model is trained on the aspect of composition, the captions generated will target the
compositional analysis of the image. In the AO approach,
a single aspect l∗ is selected from the L aspects, and the
caption generated by the CNN-LSTM model for the l∗ -th
aspect serves as the output. To choose the aspect of appealing, we use the CNN model to train L predictors based on
the pairs {(Φi ; pi,l )} (l = 1 · · · L) in our dataset. The output
of the CNN model has L nodes, each of which has a regression output in the range [0,1]. Then, given an input image,
we select the aspect with the highest prediction value in the
AO approach as l∗ . Figure 4 shows the flowchart of the
AO approach, which combines the aspect predictor and the
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Photo Critique Captions
Composition
Color & Lighting
Subject of Photo

ing and make the AF approach potentially more effective in
learning a new caption model. The recurrence formula in
the new LSTM of the AF approach is established as
(gτ , yτ ) = F (gτ −1 , xτ , sτ ).

CNN
LSTM
Aspect 1

LSTM
Aspect 2

Aspect
Predictor

LSTM
Aspect 3

Predicted
Word

Figure 4: Overview of the aspect-oriented (AO) approach,
where the number of aspects L = 3.
individual aspect-oriented captioning systems.

3.2. Aspect-fusion (AF) approach
However, irrespective of the type of evaluation used (automatic or human evaluation), we found that the performance of the AO approach is limited because it is trained on
a restricted set of data for the chosen aspect. As the training data in a single aspect is less than those in the whole
dataset, AO cannot exploit the interrelated sentences between different aspects to produce a more diverse caption.
Hence, the caption generated by the AO approach tends to
be monotonous.
A possible remedy to this lack-of-diversity problem is
to apply the CNN-LSTM to the whole dataset of imagecaption pairs, {(Φi , Ci )|i = 1 · · · N }, which contains the
training captions from all aspects; we refer this approach
to as the CNN-LSTM on the whole dataset (CNN-LSTMWD). However, we found that this approach still suffers
from the same problem on either automatic or human evaluation, possibly because of the inter-aspect difference of the
words and sentence forms of the captions.
To address this issue, we develop the AF approach
that also uses the entire dataset to learn a CNN-LSTM
model. Unlike CNN-LSTM-WD whose inputs are the images {Φi ∈ D} in the learning process, we propose leveraging the L aspect-specific models already trained. In the AF
approach, the hidden annotations hl (l = 1 · · · L) generated
by the L aspect-specific captioning models are further used
for learning the CNN-LSTM model; hence, both the images
and hidden annotations, namely, {(Φi , hi;l )|i = 1 · · · N },
are used as the inputs in the learning process, and the captions {Ci |i = 1 · · · N } remain as the desired outputs. As
the output words in the LSTM models are directly dependent on the hidden states hl,t , the hidden-layer outputs can
serve as the feature representations extracted by using the
CNN-LSTM models. Thus, the hidden annotations are deep
features extracted from the models already trained and established for every aspect, which are better sources for train-

(2)

In contrast to Eq. (1), we denote ‘τ ’ as the time index and
‘F ’ as the recursive function in Eq. (2) to avoid the confusion with the symbols ‘t’ and ‘f ’. In Eq. (2), the output yτ is
conditioned on the input words xτ and the previous hidden
state gτ −1 , as well as on sτ that is a context vector relying
on the aspect-specific hidden annotations, hl (l = 1 · · · L).
The formulation of the context vector sτ will be detailed in
the following.
To fuse the hidden annotations hl = {hl,t |t = 1 · · · T }
from different aspects l, a worth-of-noting issue is that the
time indices t in different aspects are not aligned inherently,
and thus they should not be combined directly to generate the output at time τ = t. In our AF model, there are
L sources, and we introduce a soft-attention layer to predict the aspect-fusion coefficients from the context information. The context vector sτ is determined by combining
the aspect-specific hidden annotations as follows:
sτ =

T
L X
X

τ
αlt
(h, gτ −1 )hlt .

(3)

l=1 t=1
τ
(h, gτ −1 ) of time poIn Eq. (3), the fusion coefficients αlj
sition τ is dependent on the aspect-specific hidden annotations, h, and hidden state of the previous time postion, gτ −1 .
The coefficients provide soft attention on the entire period
(t = [1 : T ]) of the aspect-specific hidden annotations. Note
that for different aspects l = 1 · · · L, different coefficients
αl,[1:T ] are used, and thus an asynchronized attention mechanism is enforced. To provide the capability of non-uniform
alignment of reference, recent advances of sequence to sequence models [3][18] also embed soft attention in their formulations. However, unlike their approaches where only a
single source sequence is used, there are L sources in the
AF model and an updated soft-attention mechanism is proτ
posed in our study. To generate the fusion coefficients αlt
in
the soft-attention layer of AF, we first produce an intermediate representation eτlt that is adaptive to the previous state
gτ −1 and aspect-specific hidden annotations hlt by using

eτlt = A(gτ −1 , hlt ),

(4)

with A(·, ·) a feed-forward network established as
A(gτ −1 , hlt ) = Wγ(Ugτ −1 + Vhlt ),

(5)

where γ is the ReLU activation function, W ∈ Rn×n ,
U ∈ Rn×n and V ∈ Rn×n are learnable weighted matrices, and n is the dimension of the hidden state vector (in
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τ
our implementation, n = 768). Then, αlt
is obtained by
τ
normalizing elt ,

exp(eτlt )
.
PT
τ
p=1
q=1 exp(epq ))

(6)

The proposed AF approach is illustrated in Figure 5. By
considering the context vector, the AF approach can leverage the hidden annotations of different aspects and choose
the proper combination dynamically over time for caption
generation. Because the aspect-oriented hidden annotations, together with the image CNN features and word sequences of captions, are fed into the LSTM model (blue
part) to generate the output caption of our AF approach, the
sentences in different aspects are likely to be softly merged
in the learned model to enhance the formation of captions.

4. Dataset and Evaluation Criteria
In this section, we present the dataset for photo critiques
learning, and the criteria for the performance evaluation.

4.1. Dataset
To validate the proposed method on the aesthetic-related
photo caption generation problem, we compiled a dataset
called the Photo Critique Captioning Dataset (PCCD),
which is available to the public and can be used for future studies in this area. The dataset is based on a professional photo critique website1 that provides experienced
photographers reviews of photos. On the website, photos are presented and several professional comments are
1 https://gurushots.com/

Tareq,very impressive shot and as said similar to a style I use, The singled
out purple leaf give me the impression of isolation and or standing alone
in defiance, well composed and a great sense of depth. Well done!
10/10

Subject
of Photo

Hello Nick, Great shot the composition is just a wonderful mix of center
composition to diagonal lines and triangles, and density portions. It's so
serene calming with the explosion of the sun during sun down. Like the
ocean flow between the walls add the action to the image.
9/10

Tareq, I like this shot very much, it is a similar style I like to use , it is
subtle and has strength by the leafs or flowers with just a soft density of
color. The branches to the left are a great lead in and gives this image
depth.
10/10

Composition
&
Perspective

As mentioned above Nick, excellent composition, five factors happening
all at once. Just lacks a little contrast more so density in the center.

Tareq, very good composition the purple colored leafs sit at #2 in the rule
of thirds and leading lines from the branches of the left which also uses
great depth of flied by there fade off to the background, excellent !
10/10

Use of
Camera,
Exposure &
Speed

all settings observed are good and well used to achieve the effects
including both nd filters, To gain some of the lost density in the center, a
slightly longer exposure would have achieved this.

Depth
of Field

depth is great with f 16 and the foreground and ocean horizon along with
the wooden walls on both sides, this really adds Nick to depth.

10/10

Excellent camera! being a Nikon user as well. exposure used 1/30 gives
good density in the background and enough for the leaves in foreground
and the f stop as mentioned should have been a little more closed down to
maintain even focus across the purple leaf. Great lens to use as it gives a
normal perspective in shape and size of the subject matter.
9/10

10/10

great use of depth of field, clearly seen by the branches on the left that
lean into the background. including the blurred leafs and branches further
in. just need to close down alittle on the f stop as mentioned above.
9/10

Color &
Lighting

color is great in terms of the time when the shot was taken, nice and subtle
pastel sort of. again for me just the center with a longer exposure would
have helped to draw out more color and density, and nick I am speaking of
a little.
9/10

Great soft color use to isolate the purple tone of the main leaf and give to
another extent a balance to the green leafs, lighting is well balanced,
however the leaves in the bottom right could be toned down a little to give
even more focus to the main purple leaf.
10/10

Focus

Great focus by stopping down to f 16.

focus is sharp, but by using f 3.5 or so would have keep the whole purple
leave in full focus , some parts to the right and far left of the second leaf
are slightly out of focus.
9/10

10/10

Figure 5: Overview of the aspect-fusion (AF) approach in
the case where L = 3.

τ
αlt
= PL

10/10

8/10

LSTM

Photo Critique Captions

Great shot Nick the composition is outstanding! and the wave action
adds , I can just hear the waves launching on the shore. leaves one with a
calming effect. The clouds also add to complete the mood.

General
Impression

Figure 6: Samples in the Photo Critique Captioning Dataset
(PCCD).

given about the following seven aspects: general impression, composition and perspective, color and lighting, subject of photo, depth of field, focus, and use of camera, exposure and speed. For those aspects that have comments for a
given photo, a paragraph containing one or more sentences
are presented. Figure 6 shows some sample examples. The
photos together with their sentences in the respective aspects are used to establish the triplets D = (Φi , Ci , ai ). Table 1 shows the statistics of PCCD. It contains 4235 images
and more than sixty thousands captions. The source data
used to compile our dataset also contains a rating (from 1 to
10) per aspect for a photo; the higher the rating for the aspect, the better will be the quality of the input image for the
aspect. The ratings are normalized to [0,1] and serve as the
likelihood of aesthetic appeal of the aspect {pi,l } described
in Section 3.1.
In our experiments, because not all aspects are commented for a photo, we select L = 3 most frequent aspects,
namely, composition and perspective, color and lighting and
subject of photo, which contain 3840 images and 30254
sentences for training and 300 images for testing. We use
a threshold to control the vocabulary of words. Words that
appear fewer times than the threshold are collapsed into the
<UNK> category. A higher threshold yields a smaller vocabulary because less frequent words are grouped. In our
implementation, the threshold is 5, which provides a vocabulary of 10390 words. Though not large, PCCD would be a
good start to the new step on aesthetics-critique captioning.
The dataset described above contains pairwised information of images and aesthetic captions. We use another
pairwised data, MSCOCO image captioning dataset, as the
outside data to enhance the performance of photo aesthetic
3518

Table 1: Statistics of our photo critique captioning dataset.

critiques. MSCOCO caption dataset contains over 160K
images and 1 million captions about objects. In our implementation, the CNN-LSTM model is pre-trained on the
MSCOCO image captioning dataset as an initial model, and
then fine-tuned on PCCD. Compared to training with PCCD
directly, we found that the pre-training is useful to enrich
the object-recognition and sentence-formation capabilities
of our photo aesthetics captioning system, and results in a
better captioning performance.
As MSCOCO is large about object descriptions and
PCCD is relatively small on the aesthetic critiques, when
training either the AO or the CNN-LSTM-WD approach,
the CNN pre-trained on MSCOCO are fixed to keep its
object-description capability, and only the LSTMs are finetuned on PCCD. This strategy is helpful to avoiding overfitting and provides a better subject-identification capability. Similarly, when training the AF approach, the aspectspecific LSTMs are also fixed to avoid over-fitting. The
strategy also benefits the efficiency of training. A computer
mounted with a single Titan X GPU is used in our implementation. It takes about one day to train a single CNNLSTM model with the AO approach, and two days with the
AF approach, respectively.

criterion presented in [1] is more suitable for the performance evaluation of photo aesthetics critiques. The SPICE
method parses a sentence into a graph, and evaluates the
similarity based on the parsed results between the generated
and reference sentences and then reports the F-score. The
criterion in [1] adopts a variant of the rule-based version
of the Stanford Scene Graph Parser [28]. A Probabilistic
Context-Free Grammar (PCFG) dependency parser [13] is
followed by simplifying quantificational modifiers, resolving pronouns and handling plural nouns. It has been shown
that SPICE performs better than traditional metrices such
as BLEU, METEOR, and CIDEr in capturing human judgment over the generated captions. Hence, for an image, we
compute the SPICE (F-score) between the generated caption and all of its reference captions, and then use the highest one as the evaluation score for the image of interest.
Diversity: In contrast to the other captioning problems,
repetition of the captions generated is an issue for photo
aesthetic critiques. For example, if the same sentence “I
like the composition and perspective of this image” is repeated for different photos, people will feel tedious because
the critiques generated for the test photos are not plentiful
enough. However, the problem caused by the repeated or
monotonous captions cannot be reflected by the traditional
captioning evaluation criteria mentioned above. To address
this issue, we propose a measure called diversity, which
takes the near-duplication sentences into consideration to
establish an evaluation measure. We treat two sentences duplicate if the ratio of common words between them is larger
than a threshold (in our implementation 70% is used), and
then call the non-duplication rate (one minus the duplication
rate) of the captions generated for the test photos as diversity. This criterion is used to evaluate our photo critiques
problem as well.

4.2. Evaluation Criteria

5. Experiment Results

As we are handling a new topic, no existing studies are
available for comparisons. The evaluation criteria suitable
to this new topic become also an issue. Traditional criteria
such as BLEU [26] and METEOR [4] use simple n-gram
overlaps for evaluation, which produce inaccurate results
because two sentences may share similar meanings without
a high n-gram overlap. Note that there is more than one reference caption that corresponds to a single image in PCCD.
As our dataset (PCCD) is not designed for object recognition, unlike common image captioning datasets, these reference captions are often not synonymous sentences. This
characteristic makes the criterion computing the occurrence
frequency of n-grams in the reference captions (such as
CIDEr [30]) inconsequential for the evaluation either.
SPICE: A recent advance in automatic evaluation metrics [1] captures more semantics in a photo for the comparison. Though imperfect either, we suggest that the SPICE

In the experiments, we compare the AF approach with
two baseline approaches, AO and CNN-LSTM-WD. First,
we show the results on PCCD based on the automatic evaluation criteria in Section 5.1. Then, we compare the performance based on human evaluations and present the results
in Section 5.2. Finally, we show the cross-dataset results on
the AVA dataset [24] in Section 5.3.

Aspect
General Impression
Composition & perspective
Color & Lighting
Subject of photo
Depth of field
Focus
Use of camera, exposure
Total

# photos
4123
4000
3769
3812
3017
2994
3396
4235(union)

# sentences
12908
12848
9384
8022
4864
5421
8255
61702

# words
237337
262194
168028
129179
86391
89626
156721
1129476

5.1. Automatic Evaluation
As mentioned above, we use both the SPICE (F-score)
and diverity for automatic evaluation of the test dataset.
Table 2 shows the SPICE evaluations of compared approaches at generated critiques, and we also report the precision and recall scores for reference. In terms of the SPICE
criterion, CNN-LSTM-WD yields better performance than
AO, and AF performs better than both AO and CNNLSTM-WD. We attribute these results to that the AO ap3519

Table 2: Evaluation of the proposed approaches via the
SPICE criterion.

Desired
Region

Better
0.15

SPICE
0.136
0.127
0.150

Precision
0.181
0.201
0.212

AF

Recall
0.156
0.121
0.157

SPICE

Method
CNN-LSTM-WD
AO Approach
AF Approach

Better
0.13

CNN‐LSTM
AO
Undesired
Region

0.11

proach trains the models by using only the aspect-specific
captions, which are limited and thus performs worse than
the CNN-LSTM-WD approach that uses the whole dataset
for training. In contrast, the AF approach further employs
the hidden annotations as intermediate representation for
training the captioning model, which can yield the best performance.
Then, we use the diversity criterion to evaluate these
methods. The results are shown with the x-axis of Figure 7. In contrast to the SPICE criterion, the CNN-LSTMWD approach performs worse than the AO approach on the
diversity criterion. It appears that applying CNN-LSTMWD to the whole dataset that contains captions of different aspects tends to yield more monotonous sentences. The
AF approach that leverages and fuses the hidden annotations of different aspects still performs more favorable than
the other approaches. Figure 7 combines both the diversity
and SPICE measures in a diagram. As can be seen, the AF
model that integrates the learned sentence representations
can produce more diverse sentences (in terms of diversity)
with higher semantic similarity (in terms of SPICE).

5.2. Human Evaluation
In human evaluation, we ask the subjects to rate the generated captions on a 3-point scale: Good, Common and Bad.
We define the judge that Good means that the caption contains details presented in the picture and its suggestions are
helpful; Common means that the caption is safe but not impressive. As photo critiques are subjective, there are many
comments like “I like your composition” or “Nice photo, I
think your photo is good” which does not describe the detail
of image but expresses critics’s preference. They might not
be thought as wrong captions but to be honest, they are not
useful advice for photographers so we classify these kind
of captions into Common. Bad means the caption contains
obvious error. This setting is similar to the design in [10].
Main Results: It is natural that our generated critiques
should be judged by professional photographers. However,
we also care about the comments from common users as
the eventual goal of this task is to help people take satisfied pictures. We find three experts with more than fiveyear experience in photography for expert evaluation, and
also establish an experiment involving five people through
Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT).
As shown in Table 3, we can find that the AF approach

90%
95%
100%
Diversity of Generated Sentences

Figure 7: The automatic evaluation results of the three approaches compared, where the X and Y axes represent the
diversity and SPICE, respectively.

achieves the best performance in terms of average score
among the three methods. AF also generates much more
“Good” score judged by both experts and common users.
This demonstrates that our AF approach has more favorable
user experience. We also note that the AO approach has
the largest number of “Common” score as well as the least
“Bad” score. However, as mentioned before, “Common”
critique cannot provide useful advices to user. Hence, the
AO approach is more like a “safe” method but not an ideal
solution for this task in terms of human evaluation. One
possible explanation is that in the AO approach, only the
captions of a single aspect are used without sharing information with the other aspects.
Another noteworthy outcome is the consistency of the
judgements from both experts and common users. This
matches our assumption that experts have stricter standard
to photos critique and thus the average scores judged by
experts are lower than those by common users. However,
the AF model still outperforms the baselines in both testing
groups. Figure 8 shows some examples of captions generated by the three approaches.
Comparison with Groundtruth: In particular, we ask
some experts to compare a computer generated critique to
the ground-truth captions when presented with an image.
For each image, we calculate the ratio that the generated
critiques are no worse than the ground-truth captions, and
the average result is shown in Table 4. We can find that the
AF approach reaches the highest score, which proves that
our method could generate better photo aesthetic critiques.
Novel Sentences Generated: The novel captions (not
present in the training data) generated by AF, AO and CNNLSTM are 66%, 37% and 48% respectively, revealing that
AF inclines to generate diverse and integrated sentences.
Failed Cases: Figure 9 shows some failed cases generated
by our approach. Although the AF approach performs better
than the other approaches on photo aesthetics captioning,
there is still room for improvement. Our approach can serve
as a baseline for future studies in this area.
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Table 3: Human evaluation by workers on Amazon Mechanical Turk and experts.

Method
CNN-LSTM-WD
AO Approach
AF Approach

Evaluation by users on AMT
Good Common
Bad
3
2
1
19.0%
65.7%
15.3%
19.7%
72.1%
8.2%
28.8%
57.2%
14.0%

Average Score
2.04
2.11
2.15

Evaluation by experts
Good Common
Bad
3
2
1
7.1%
75.0%
17.9%
10.8%
78.0%
11.2%
16.8%
69.2%
14.0%

Average Score
1.89
1.99
2.03

i like the way the reflection of the sky in the foreground add
to the image

AF: the color of the flower is fantastic and the tones of the purple are
nice

AO: the color is great but i would have liked to have seen more of the

Error: in the foreground ➙ in the background

image as a result of some of the foliage

CNN-LSTM: the composition is good but the composition is a bit too much
the UNK UNK in the foreground is also interesting to UNK the
boat and elements are in balance with the way the trees on the
left of the frame

AF: i like the way the reflection of the water in the foreground
AO: i like the subject of this photo

Error: too many UNK
CNN-LSTM: i think the composition here is pretty good
the tree is a bit dark

AF: i like the way the river flows down the centre of the image and draws
the viewers eye into the centre of the frame

Error: no tree

AO: i like the colors in the trees
CNN-LSTM: i think the composition is very good
the horizon is in the bottom of the frame

AF: i like the way the subject is placed in the lower left third of the

Error: in the bottom ➙ in the top

frame and the way it is taken gives the image an interesting patterns

AO: the color is great the lighting works well but i think it works well
to create a mood that would be a bit more than it would
CNN-LSTM: i like the composition and perspective of this image

i like the composition of this image

AF: the trees on the right add a nice balancing component

Error: incorrect aesthetic description
AO: i like the composition but i think it would be improved if the
verticals were parallel with the sides of the photo
CNN-LSTM: i think the composition is pretty good
AF: i like the composition and tree line

Figure 9: Some failed-case captions generated by our approach.

AO: i like the subject matter which tells a story
CNN-LSTM: i think the composition is pretty good
AF: the composition is very strong i like the rocks in the foreground
AO: i like the composition and the perspective
CNN-LSTM: the composition is good but it is fairly good but i think it
would be better if you had chosen to place the large rock on the bottom
of the frame and

Figure 8: Examples of the critiques generated by the three
models, AF, AO, and CNN-LSTM-WD.

it can be seen that the learned model can be used for generating photo aesthetic critiques for other image datasets as
well, which demonstrates the generalization ability of the
proposed approach.

6. Concluding Remarks
Table 4: Comparison of the generated captions with the
ground truths by human.
Method
CNN-LSTM-WD
AO Approach
AF Approach

Better
47.4%
51.4%
58.4%

Worse
52.6%
48.6%
41.6%

Total
100%
100%
100%

5.3. Cross-dataset Results
We apply the AF models to a large-scale aestheticquality-assessment dataset, Aesthetic Visual Analysis
(AVA) [24]. Unlike PCCD, the AVA dataset has no groundtruth captions, and thus we cannot fine-tune the models
on this dataset. Therefore, the AF model trained by using PCCD is directly applied to the AVA dataset. Some
results on this cross-dataset testing are shown in the respective figure on the supplementary material. From the results,

In this paper, we study a new problem, namely, captioning different aesthetic aspects of an image. To resolve the
prolem, we introduce the baseline approach, AO, which can
produce aspect-specific captions by using existing CNNLSTM methods. We then extend the AO approach to the AF
approach, which can exploit the hidden annotations learned
from different aspects to generate captions that are more semantically meaningful and diverse. In addition, we show
the outcomes on the proposed PCCD dataset as well as the
quantitative results judged by both automatic criteria and
human evaluation. The results demonstrate the effectiveness and application potential of our approach.
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